DOWNRIGHT SCARY!

The boogie man may not be out to get you, but cyber-criminals are.

Viruses, phishing attacks and ransomware hidden in emails and other devices can cause loss of data, cripple your network and effectively stop your business—and your job—for days.

- Never open ANY attachment unless you are certain you know the sender.
- Before clicking on a link in an email, verify the sender is legitimate. If on a PC, hover over the link to verify the destination. Always think before you click!
- Never plug a USB drive into a PC unless you know where it came from.
- Don’t plug in a USB drive into a piece of manufacturing equipment without it first being scanned for malware.
- Never charge your phone with a USB port on a networked computer or piece of manufacturing equipment.
- Don’t visit unknown websites.

If something unexpected happens, report it to your supervisor immediately.
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